
Oxford Pollinator Action Group

Input from Oxford Natural Beekeeping Group:

General principles
• Basic problem is death by a thousand cuts but the major ones are too many pesticides, too little

forage (and imported parasites, but OCC can't do much about those)
• In general if you look at a landscape and see only green, it's a desert for pollinators. But don't 

overlook trees as a source of nectar and pollen. To insects, these, along with hawthorn and other
hedge plants are massively important. Limes, male willows were mentioned at the Bee Summit.

• Avoid neonics on lawns. The neonics are present to combat e.g. cockchafers, but turn the lawn 
into a death zone for insects resting on it. When was the last time you saw a grasshopper? These
jolly little fellows cheer up the environment too, and are yummy snacks for birds.

• Less herbicide / pesticide generally. It’s all broad-spectrum stuff.
• Simply planting wildflowers by fast roads can be counterproductive. Insects get mown down. 

Which is why crows & magpies are always at road verges.
• Joined up corridors are vital to give wildlife a chance to migrate if nectar flows etc dry up in 

one spot.
• Untidyness is good
• Need a long season of flowering plants for a continuous nectar flow without gaps

Less specific observations
• Towns are islands of nectar in an agribiz desert
• Oxford is a heat island and its gardens supply nectar throughout its growing season, which is 

extended by about 2 weeks compared to the surrounding countryside due to the urban heat 
island effect. In effect Oxford is an oasis for pollinators in the relatively sterile agricultural 
environment which surrounds it.

• Shotover Hill could be more flowery
• “South Park is incredibly boring”
• Do council run any hives ? They can be used to deter people from accessing dangerous areas 

such as water treatment plants. Offering sites to beekeepers means urban beekeepers who have 
run out of space in their gardens can expand to a nearby “out-apiary”.

• Council could use an online survey to rate suggestions by popularity
• Honeybees are simply an indicator species, but if they're doing poorly...
• Have Parks & Gardens noticed any decrease in pollination... do they use insecticides on one 

area but not another?
• Put some info about swarms on the city website. Right now it just says “contact OBKA or 

police” but no real explanation about how harmless they are. Lot of unnecessary fear of insects 
especially among urban dwellers.

PLANT TYPES
• Daffodils no good for bees. For early pollen & nectar, go for snowdrops & crocuses. And... we 

want to see more dandelions! And thistles! Also clover, willow, blackthorn & indigenous 
hawthorns...

• Wildflower lawns / turf as used in Reading / London - 40 different low growing flowering 
species

• Use less annuals, more perennials and bushes (cheaper too)
• Choose single plants, not doubles. Admittedly less showy, but Oxford could be the City of Scent

(after all it has low particulate / low N oxide public transport) - contrast to e.g. Beijing
• Scent gardens?
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• Remember hanging baskets
• Weeds aren't always weeds

Thinking ahead
• Voters / politicians love metrics and if Oxford can say “here is a before & after snapshot of how 

many pollinators we have” it may prove handy as a cost justification in a couple of years. (Note:
DEFRA's National Pollinator Strategy is going to try and gather lots of data about species 
abundance and location. Impressing DEFRA may be irrelevant, but perhaps their methods could
be used – this would give a longer period of useful data.)

• There is an increasing occurrence of allergies these days. Some people think it is due to 
underexposure of the young to a range of alien stimulants. Presumably, increasing the variety of 
pollen etc in the parks will help our junior citizens' health in the long run.

General input from other sources:
• Don't cut grass as often. Verges in particular can support flowers if not cut often. Bumblebee 

trust suggests only cutting at the end of summer, after wildflowers have bloomed and 
caterpillars have had a chance to pupate into butterflies.

• Contrariwise, to reduce fertility of a grassy area and encourage wildflowers, cut it often 
and remove the cuttings; this gives the wildflowers a competitive edge. Wildflower meadows 
are generally only cut once a year once established, in Autumn. (Note: some road verges do 
need short grass, for visibility.)

• Playing fields can have their borders’ fertility gradually reduced by removing cuttings until they 
are ready for a wildflower mix

• Add clover / alfalfa to grass meadows, these are extremely nectar rich (NB needs to be red 
clover)

• Wildflower areas can take any shape and do not need to impinge on usable available area.
• Bumblebee Trust recommends: there are various ways to prepare the soil for wildflower seeds 

and remove grass, however, the most effective is to apply a glyphosate herbicide to all of the 
grassy area (not sure I approve of this but I am not used to dealing with the constraints of large 
scale gardening). This will kill off the grass and any weeds which would compete with the 
wildflowers for space and nutrients. Glyphosates break down quickly in the soil, so will not kill 
any plants that grow after their application. When the grass has died, you can apply the 
wildflower seeds by sowing them onto the surface, rather than digging them into the soil.

• Information boards about the wildflower / biodiversity scheme can forestall complaints from the
public about the area looking untidy.

• Leicester City Council is getting something of a name for bee-friendly planting.
• Bumblebee trust Volunteer success story: verge cutting

“A volunteer has worked with his council to help with roadside verge management. While most 
councils have the equipment to cut grass, not all have the machinery needed to lift the cuttings, 
which is essential if the areas are to become better for wildflowers and pollinators. Because of 
this, Suffolk County Council allows local people to become voluntary wardens and help their 
environment by collecting grass cuttings from special road verges which are rich in wildflowers.
The verges are known as Road- side Nature Reserves (RNRs), and are marked with signposts to 
ensure that staff cutting the verges only do so at the proper time of year. Over 19 hectares of 
land are managed in this way, and many of the verges contain rare wildflowers.”
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